Abstract. In distributed systems like clouds or service oriented frameworks, applications are typically assembled by deploying and connecting a large number of heterogeneous software components, spanning from fine-grained packages to coarse-grained complex services. The complexity of such systems requires a rich set of techniques and tools to support the automation of their deployment process. By relying on a formal model of components, we describe a sound and complete algorithm for computing the sequence of actions allowing the deployment of a desired configuration. Moreover, differently from other proposals in the literature, our technique works even in the presence of circular dependencies among components. We give a proof for the polynomiality of the devised algorithm, thus guaranteeing efficiency and effectiveness of automatic tools for component deployment based on our algorithm.
Introduction
Deploying software component systems is becoming a critical challenge, especially due to the advent of Cloud Computing technologies that make it possible to quickly run complex distributed software systems on-demand on a virtualized infrastructure, at a fraction of the cost which was necessary just a few years ago. When the number of software components needed to run the application grows, and their interdependencies become too complex to be manually managed, it is necessary for the system administrator to use high-level languages for specifying the expected minimal system requirements, and then rely on tools that automatically synthesize the low-level deployment actions necessary to actually realize a correct and complete system configuration that satisfies such requests.
Recent works have introduced formalisms which focus on this automation aspect of the deployment process, like the Juju initiative within Ubuntu [15] or the Engage system [13] . According to the Juju approach, the system administrator decides which are the high-level services needed in the system and how they should be reciprocal connected, and then the actual deployment is realized by low-level scripts. Similarly, in Engage it is possible to indicate only the relevant services which are needed and their interdependencies, and then the entire system is automatically completed and the actual deployment is synthesized.
One of the limitations of the Engage system is that component interdependencies cannot be circular. This limitation follows from the fact that Engage synthesizes the deployment plan by performing a topological visit of a graph representing the component dependencies: the presence of cycles would forbid to complete such visit. Nevertheless, in many cases, the assumption on the absence of circular dependencies is not admissible. As a first example, we can mention package-based software distributions where circularities are frequent (see [9] for a list of circular dependencies among packages in Debian). Another example of circularity is between replicated database services. For instance, in order to realize a MySQL master-slave replication [4] , the master needs from the slave some authentication information (like the IP address), while the slave needs to receive from the master a dump of the database.
In this paper, we address the problem of automatic synthesis of deployment plans in the presence of component circular dependencies. To study the problem we consider the Aeolus component model [12] , that enriches traditional component models, based on require/provide ports, with an internal state machine that describes the component life-cycle. Each internal state can activate only some of the ports at the component interface. Automatizing a deployment plan consists in specifying a sequence of low-level actions like creation/deletion of components, port binding/unbinding, and internal state changes, that reaches a configuration with at least one component in a specific target internal state. The Aeolus model has been introduced to study the computational boundaries of deployment automation. In the full Aeolus model it is possible to specify conflicts among components and also capacity constraints, i.e. for each provided port how many requirements it can satisfy, and for each require port how many different instances of a complementary provide port are needed. In [12] we have proved that the deployment problem is undecidable for the full Aeolus model. On the contrary, if capacity constraints are not considered, we have proved in [11] that the problem turns out to be decidable, but it is Exp-Space hard. In order to allow efficient algorithms for automatic deployment, in this paper we further simplify the Aeolus model by removing also conflicts. Juju and Engage also, abstract away from conflicts and this is useful, for instance in Engage, to complete partial configurations simply by adding new components without having to check whether these are incompatible with already present components.
Paper contribution. The novel solution for automatic component deployment that we propose in this paper is based on an algorithm divided in three distinct phases. In a first phase the existence of a plan is checked by performing a forward symbolic reachability analysis of all possible reachable states of the components. If the target state is reachable, a second phase of abstract planning generates a graph that indicates the kinds of internal state change actions that are necessary, and the causal dependencies among them. Causal dependencies reflect, for instance, the fact that a component should enter a state enacting a provide port before another component enters a state requiring that port. In the third phase of plan generation an adaptive topological sort of the abstract plan is performed. By adaptive, we mean that the abstract plan could be rearranged during the topological sort if component duplication is needed. Component duplication is used to deal with those cases in which more instances of the same kind of component must be contemporaneously deployed, in different states, in order to enact different ports at the same time.
The algorithm is described in detail, and its correctness and completeness is proved. By correctness we mean that in all the system configurations traversed during the execution of the deployment plan, each active require port is guaranteed to be connected to a corresponding active provide port. By completeness we mean that if it is possible to reach the required final configuration, our algorithm is guaranteed to return a corresponding deployment plan. Finally, we show the polynomial complexity of our algorithm.
In this paper we present the formalization of our algorithm, the correctness and completeness proof, and the complexity analysis; in a related paper [18] we present a proof of concept implementation.
Paper structure. In Sect. 2 we report the Aeolus component model and the formalization of the component deployment problem. In Sect. 3 we present our novel solution to this problem, and in Sect. 4 we provide the correctness, completeness and computational complexity results for the given algorithm. Finally, in Sect. 5 we discuss related work and draw some concluding remarks.
The Aeolus Component Model
In this section we introduce the fragment of the Aeolus model used to frame the problem addressed. The Aeolus model, defined in [12] , is a formal model of components, specifically tailored to describe both fine grained software components, like packages to be installed on a single (virtual) machine, and coarse grained ones, like services, obtained as composition of distributed and properly connected sub-services. The problem that we address in this paper is finding a plan, i.e. a correct sequence of actions, that, given a universe of components, leads to a configuration where a target component is in a given state.
A component is a grey-box showing relevant internal states and the actions that can be acted on the component to change state during deployment. Each state activates provide and require ports representing resources that the component provides and needs. Active require ports must be bound to active provide ports of other components.
As an example consider, for instance, the task of configuring a masterslave replication, typically used to scale a MySQL deployment over two servers. The master node must be created, installed and configured, and put in running mode to start serving external requests. To activate the slave, an initial dump of the data stored in the master is needed. Moreover, the master has to authorize the slave. This is a circular dependency between master and slave, since the latter requires the dump of the former that, on its turn, requires the IP address of the slave to grant its authorization. The Aeolus model for the master and slave component is shown in Fig. 1 . The master component has 5 states, an initial uninst state followed by inst and serving. In serving state, it activates the provide port mysql. When replication is needed, in order to enter the final master serving state, it first traverses the state auth that requires the IP address from the slave, and the state dump to provide the dump to the slave. The slave component has instead 4 states, an initial uninst state and 3 states which complement those of the master during the replication process.
We now move to the formal definition of the Aeolus component model. It is based on the notion of component type, used to specify the behaviour of a particular kind of component. In the following, I denotes the set of port names and Z the set of components. 
Definition 1 (Component type

Definition 3 (Correctness). Let us consider the configuration
We write C |= r eq (z, r) to indicate that the require port of component z, with port r, is bound to an active port providing r, i.e. there exists a component
The configuration C is correct if for every component z ∈ Z with S(z) = T , q we have that C |= r eq (z, r) for every r ∈ T .R(q).
We now formalize how configurations evolve by means of actions. 
Definition 4 (Actions)
.
Z); -new(z : T ) creates a new component of type T in its initial state. The new component is identified by a unique and fresh identifier z ∈ Z; -del(z) deletes the component z ∈ Z.
The execution of actions is formalized by means of a labeled transition system on configurations, which uses actions as labels.
Definition 5 (Reconfigurations). Reconfigurations are denoted by transitions C α
− → C meaning that the execution of α ∈ A on the configuration C produces a new configuration C . The transitions from a configuration C = U, Z, S, B are defined as follows:
.trans and
and
We can now define a deployment plan as a sequence of actions that transform a correct configuration without violating correctness along the way.
Definition 6 (Deployment plan). A deployment plan P is a sequence of reconfigurations
As an example of a deployment plan let us consider the configuration depicted in Fig. 1 . If we want to activate the slave, a possible deployment plan that allows to do so requires to perform two consecutive state changes in the master to reach the dump state. At this point, the slave component can reach the serving state performing first the state change into the dump state and then into the serving state. Note that every action in the deployment plan will correspond to one or more concrete instructions. For instance, the state change from the serving to the auth state in the master corresponds to issue the command grant replication slave on *.* to user@'slave ip'.
We now have all the ingredients to define the deployment problem, that is our main concern: given an universe of component types, we want to know whether and how it is possible to deploy at least one component of a given component type T in a given state q. Notice that the restriction to consider one component in a given state is not limiting: one can easily encode any given final configuration by adding dummy provide ports enabled only by the required final states and a dummy component that requires all such provides. For instance, Fig. 2 depicts the dummy target component that in inst state requires the presence of both an active master and an active slave.
Definition 7 (Deployment problem). The deployment problem has as input an universe U of component types, a component type T t , and a target state q t . The output is a deployment plan
P = C 0 α1 −→ C 1 α2 −→ · · · αm − − → C m such that C 0 = U, ∅, ∅, ∅ and C m [z] = T t , q t , for some component z in C m , if
Solving the Deployment Problem
The algorithm that we present for solving the deployment problem is a chain of three phases: reachability analysis, abstract planning and plan generation. Each phase works on a representation of the meaningful information output by the previous one. Namely, the reachability analysis produces a reachability graph where the component types to be used in the deployment plan are selected in combination with their internal states and the necessary bindings that will have to be established between the activated provide and require ports. If the target is reachable, the subsequent abstract planning phase produces a graph where nodes represent deployment actions and arcs denote precedence constraints among them. Finally, the plan generation phase synthesizes the deployment plan.
Reachability Analysis
The aim of the first phase is to check if the target can be obtained starting from an initial empty configuration. This is achieved through a forward symbolic reachability analysis that relies on an abstract representation of components. For each component its individual identity as well as the number of its instances are ignored, keeping only its component type and its state T , q . Also, we abstract away from individual bindings without considering delete actions. The abstraction on the bindings is possible since we can safely assume that, given a set of components, all complementary ports on two distinct components are bound. Delete actions are superfluous since the presence of one component does not hinder the reachability of a state in another component.
Algorithm 1. Reachability graph construction
{T .P(q)}; i = 0; 2: repeat 3:
4:
Arcsi, Nodesi = ∅;
5:
for all T , q ∈ Nodesi−1 do 6:
Nodesi .add( T , q );
9:
for all T , q ∈ Nodesi do
10:
provPort.add(T .P(q));
11:
if (q, q ) ∈ T .trans then
14:
Arcsi.add( T , q −→ T , q );
15:
if q == q then
16:
Arcsi.add( T , q T , q );
Algorithm 1 creates a reachability graph that visually could be seen as a pyramid where the top level contains all the component types in their initial state and, at every step, a new level is produced by adding new component type-state pairs, reachable from the ones at the previous level (see the grey part of Fig. 3 ). Nodes i is the set of the type-state pairs at level i, while Arcs i represents the possible ways a type-state pair can be obtained; x −→ y means that component state y, at level i+1, is obtained from x at level i by a state change, otherwise y is a copy of x (denoted as x y). P rovP ort is a set containing the ports provided by the components. Initially, it contains the ports provided by all components in their initial state (line 1) and then it is incrementally augmented with the ports provided by the newly added components (lines 9-10). The new type-state pairs to be added are computed by checking if all their requirements are satisfied by at least one component state at the previous level (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] . Finally, variable Arcs i is updated (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] , listing all the possible ways a type-state pair can be obtained. The generation of levels proceeds until a fix-point is reached (line 17). Termination is guaranteed by the fact that the number of possible type-state pairs is finite and at every cycle at least a new pair is added to the Node i set. When the fix-point is reached, if the last set does not contain the target component type-state pair, a plan to achieve the goal does not exist and we do not execute the subsequent phases of the algorithm.
Once all pairs have been generated, starting from the target pair at the bottom of the pyramid, a selection procedure is carried out in order to pick the pairs to be employed in the deployment plan. The selection is performed by means of a bottom-up visit of the reachability graph as described in Algorithm 2. 
4:
for all T , q ∈ SNodesi do
5:
T , q = heuristic parent( T , q , i);
6:
SNodesi−1.add( T , q );
7:
SArcsi−1.add( T , q , T , q );
8:
for all r ∈ T .R(q) do
9:
T , q = heuristic prov( T , q , r, i);
10:
11:
From the bottom level (that we denote with n) we proceed upward selecting the pairs used to deploy the pairs at the lower level. Variables SN odes i and SArcs i denote, respectively, the selected components state pairs at level i and how these pairs are obtained. From the last level only the target pair is selected (line 1). For every selected component at level i + 1, we select at level i one of its predecessors and we store this choice in variables SN odes i−1 and SArcs i−1 (lines 5-7). Since there may be more than one possible choice, we rely for the decision on heuristics, here abstracted by function heuristic parent. The decision at this point could affect the length of the deployment plan. A study of the best heuristics is out of the scope of this paper; we leave this task for future work. For an example of a possible heuristic we refer to [18] .
For every require port needed by the selected pairs of level i + 1 that are not copies, we select a pair at level i that is able to activate a complementary provide port. This choice is recorded in SN odes i−1 and SReq (lines 10-11). In particular, SReq maintains the indication of the kinds of binding between provide and require ports of components that will be used in the plan to be subsequently synthesized; these dependencies are represented by arcs T , q r T , q where T , q is the component type-state pair that activates the provide port r, while T , q activates the complementary require port. Even in this case there is usually more than one possible alternative in the selection of the type-pair that can provide the requested port. As before, we rely on an heuristics, dubbed heuristic prov, to decide which pair is used as a provider. Figure 3 
The first level of Fig. 3 contains components M, S and A in their initial states. At the second level, two pairs are added: component M in I and component S in I, derived respectively from M in U and S in U. At level 3, pair M, S is added. At next step, pair M, A can also be added since it derives from M, S and its requirement on the interface slave ip is fulfilled by S, I , appearing at previous level. The generation of the reachability graph proceeds as depicted until the pair A, I is added: this is the last level as no new type-state pairs can be generated.
The selection procedure starts from the target node, A, I in the last level. There is only one possible derivation for A, I and so A, U is selected as its origin. Since A, I requires two interfaces, r mysql and s mysql , provided by M, RS and S, S , these providers are also selected. The selection process continues until components at the top level are selected. 
Abstract Planning
The abstract plan specifies the life-cycle of all component types employed in the deployment of the target state. It can be seen as a directed graph where nodes represent either a new, del, or stateChange action, and arcs represent action precedence constraints. Every node is tagged by a triple denoting an action: z, q, q for a stateChange from state q to q of instance z; z, ε, q 0 for a new action of instance z (in state q 0 ), and z, q, ε for del action on the instance z (in state q). Precedence arcs are of three kinds: (i) −→: precedence of stateChange actions on the same instance; (ii) r : precedence of instances that provide a resource r w.r.t instances requiring it; (iii) r : precedence of an instance requiring a port r w.r.t. actions that deactivate it. 
Algorithm 3. Abstract Plan Generation
5:
InstMap[inst] = T ;
6:
Act.add( inst, ε, q0 ); Act.add( inst, q h , ε );
7:
for all i ∈ [0..h − 1] do
8:
Act.add( inst, qi, qi+1 )
9:
P rec.add( inst, ε, q0 −→ inst, q0, q1 );
10:
11: 
17:
let n 1 where n1 −→ n 1 in
18:
repeat
19:
let n 2 = i2, q , q where n2 −→ n 2 in
20:
if q = ε ∧ r ∈ T .P(q ) then 21: n2 = n 2
22:
until q == ε ∨ r ∈ T .P(q ) 23:
Algorithm 3 is used to derive the abstract plan. To generate an abstract plan we consider an instance for every maximal path that starts from a type-state pair in the top level and reaches a type-state that is not a copy. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3 , for the master-slave example there are three maximal paths: one for the master (starting from M, U and ending in M, MS ), one for the dummy component and one for the slave (starting from S, U and ending in S, S ). The computation of the maximal paths is performed by the function getMaxPaths (line 1). Variables Act and P rec are used to store the actions of the abstract plan and the precedence constraints, respectively.
The first loop (lines 3-12) is used to generate the nodes of the abstract plan and the precedence constraints −→ among them. First of all, a new fresh name for the instance is generated (line 4) and is associated to the component type The second loop, starting at line 13, adds for every dependency arc, selected in the reachability graph, a pair of and arcs. In particular, lines 17-23 apply a relaxation of the r arc, since if a port r is provided also by successor states, then we can relax the constraint imposed by the r arc by setting its destination to the last successor node that still provides r. 
Plan Generation
The main idea for the synthesis of a concrete deployment plan is to visit the nodes of the abstract plan in topological order until the target component is reached. Visiting a node consists of performing that action. Moreover, in order to properly satisfy component requirements, when an incoming is encountered a, new binding should be created, and when an outgoing is encountered, the corresponding binding should be deleted. Algorithm 4 builds the plan adding actions to a list called P lan. Nodes can be visited if they do not have precedence constraints, i.e. incoming arcs. Function no incoming edges is used to check this condition. Visitable nodes are stored in a stack, named T oV isit. As soon as a node becomes visitable it is pushed onto T oV isit in order to be later processed.
The algorithm relies on three auxiliary procedures, ProcessInstanceEdge, ProcessBlueEdges and ProcessRedEdges, aimed at dealing respectively with −→, and edges, the three kinds of edges present in the abstract plan. Given a node of the abstract plan, procedures ProcessRedEdges and processBlueEdges deal with its outgoing and arcs. They add unbind and bind actions to the P lan list and remove the corresponding arcs from the abstract plan. Moreover, if the removal of an arc makes a node visitable, they add it to the T oV isit stack. Similarly, procedure processInstanceEdge removes the precedence arc −→, adding its target node to the T oV isit stack if it has no incoming arcs.
At the beginning, all initial nodes are pushed on T oV isit (lines 2-5) and a new action is added to the plan for every initial node (line 4). The algorithm then proceeds considering one action a = i, x, y at a time in T oV isit until the target node is encountered or T oV isit becomes empty. If a is an initial node its outgoing precedence arcs are removed by calling procedure processInstanceEdge (line 10). If, instead, a is a final node its outgoing red arcs are first transformed into unbind actions, via procedure processRedEdges (line 12), and then the corresponding del action is added to the plan (line 13). Finally, if a is an intermediate node, a stateChange action is added to the plan (line 15). The a outgoing red, blue and precedence arcs are then removed from the abstract plan by calling in sequence the auxiliary procedures ProcessRedEdges, ProcessBlueEdges, and ProcessInstanceEdge (lines [16] [17] [18] . At the end of the inner loop, variable f inished is set to true if the target node is encountered (line 19) and the node a is removed from the abstract plan (line 20) .
Note that the topological visit could not reach the target if a cycle is present in the abstract plan. This happens when an instance is required to perform a state change as well as provide a port that the state change deactivates. In these cases, it is necessary to duplicate the instance: one new copy remains in the state, thus keeping the provide port active, and in this way the original instance is allowed to perform the state change. Lines 22-24 deal with the duplication process, calling function Duplicate in Algorithm 5. 6:
11:
12:
14:
The Duplicate function first identifies a state change node i, x, y with only incoming arcs (line 2). i is the instance to duplicate until the node preceding i, x, y . A fresh name i is assigned to identify the new instance and the delete node of i is added to the set of actions (line 3). All arcs incoming into i, x, y are redirected towards the new node i , x, ε (lines 4-5). Then, the actions already performed on i are duplicated in order to perform them also on the new instance i (lines 6-13). The actions new and stateChange of i are added to the plan immediately after the new and stateChange actions of i (lines 11, 13) . Similarly, bind and unbind actions where i requires something from another instance, are replicated (lines 8, 10). The bind and unbind actions where i instead provides something for other instances, are replaced with bind and unbind actions involving i instead of i (lines 7, 9).
The Duplicate function returns the node i, x, y ; notice that this node is immediately added to the T oV isit stack since, after the duplication procedure, it has no precedence constraints. Algorithm 4 eventually terminates since the number of duplications needed to reach the target component is bound by the number of actions in the original abstract plan.
As an example, starting from the abstract plan of Fig. 4 , the tool exploiting the previously described algorithms generates the following deployment plan 1 .
Formal Analysis of the Algorithm
In this section we prove that the proposed algorithm, called DeploymentPlanner in the following, is sound and complete, i.e. it produces a correct deployment plan if and only if it exists. Moreover, we prove that it runs in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of the problem. Proof. U, ∅, ∅, ∅ is the empty configuration and therefore it is correct by definition. T t , q t is contained in C m since Algorithm 4 terminates when the state change to obtain T t , q t is added to the plan. To prove the thesis we have to show that every reconfiguration action preserves correctness. This can be proven by cases on the kind of α j action. If α j is a bind or new action, correctness is preserved since these two actions do not violate any requirement.
Theorem 1 (Soundness
If α j = stateChange(i, x, y) then α j may invalidate correctness in two ways: either i stops providing a port p, needed by someone else or state y of i requires a port r, not provided in C j . In the first case, if i is the component requiring p, The second result shows that the algorithm is complete, i.e. if a deployment plan exists, then the algorithm will eventually find one. To prove completeness we rely on the following lemma, stating that all circularities in the abstract plan contain at least an arc. This key property guarantees, in presence of circularities, the existence of a node that has as only incoming arcs. This is the node chosen by Algorithm 5 for duplication, to eliminate a cycle and proceed with the topological visit. Proof. Since by hypothesis there is a sequence of create and state change actions that allow the deployment of T t in state q t , during the reachability analysis the component state pair T t , q t is obtained. A correct plan will be produced (Thm. 1) assuming that the abstract plan and plan generation phases terminate. The former terminates because given the reachability graph, the maximal number of maximal paths is finite. The latter terminates because duplication will be needed at most k 2 times, where k is the number of component type-state pairs in the last level of the reachability graph. Indeed, to reach the target component state pair, potentially all the state changes and create actions of the abstract plan could be visited. When there is a cycle that forbids the visit of a state change action, as a direct consequence of Lemma 1, there is at least a state change action that has only incoming arcs. The duplication procedure removes all the cycles involving that action without creating new ones. The topological visit can therefore proceed and it eventually terminates since at every duplication at least a state change could be performed and the number of state change actions in the abstract plan is finite and fixed.
As a final result we prove that DeploymentPlanner runs in polynomial time.
Theorem 3 (Complexity). The DeploymentPlanner algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Proof. Let us denote with k the total number of possible component type-state pairs, with b the maximal number of predecessors of a type-state pair, and with h the maximal number of ports. Every level of the reachability graph has no more than k type-state pairs. At every level one or more type-state pairs are added, hence the reachability analysis terminates and in the pyramid there are at most k + 1 levels. To build a new level from a previous one it is necessary to filter the successors of the components in the previous level by checking if their requirements are satisfied. Since a component has at most k successors and requires at most h ports, the cost of building a level is O(hk 2 ). The pyramid has at most k + 1 levels, hence Algorithm 1 runs in O(hk 3 ) time. To select the bindings and the components (Algorithm 2), for every typestate pair at most h ports and b parent pairs need to be considered. Since in every level there could be potentially k pairs and the total number of pairs in the reachability graph is O(k 2 ), Algorithm 2 takes O(bhk 3 ) time. The computation of the maximal paths in Algorithm 3 can be performed in O(k 3 ) since there are at most k 2 maximal paths of length k. The generation of the abstract plan can be done in O(hk 2 ) since there could be at most k 2 actions, each of them having no more than h + 1 outgoing precedence constraints. Algorithm 4 relies on duplicating an instance whenever the topological visit gets stuck, due to precedence constraint cycles. In the worst case, a duplication is needed for every node of every instance and to detect which node to duplicate all the nodes could be visited. Since every node has at most 2hk 2 + 1 incoming arcs, detecting the node to duplicate has a worst case cost of O(hk 4 ). The duplication procedure may update the plan adding or modifying at most an action for every node and binding involving the instance to duplicate. Since an instance could be involved in k actions and every action has up to 2hk 2 + 1 + h (incoming and outgoing) arcs, the cost to perform a duplication is O(hk 3 ). Therefore, in the worst case, the cost of all duplications is O(hk 4 
Related Work and Conclusions
In this work we address the problem of finding a suitable technique to automatize the deployment of complex systems assembled from a large number of interconnected components. We propose an algorithm that computes in polynomial time the actions needed to deploy such a system and prove soundness and completeness of this novel approach.
To describe a system we adopt the Aeolus component model [12] . According to it, components are grey-boxes with provide and require ports and with an associated automaton, describing the component life-cycle, and expressing for each internal state the corresponding ports that are (de)activated. The idea to specify a component by means of a black-box with an interface that exhibits to the (outside) environment its behavior is widely adopted. For instance, the standard definition of component in the UML specification [1] sees components as black-boxes that may provide and require certain interfaces. This sometimes is not enough and the inner structure of a component must be also considered. The use of automata as a formal model is a natural choice as testified, for instance, by interface automata [8, 17] . These models allow to develop formal verification methods for properties of interest but, differently from our approach, they focus on checking component compatibility and behavior refinement. The FraSCAti [23] platform, by leveraging on a concise and expressive description of a complex software system, defined by the Fractal component model [5] , develops a framework for managing the deployment of applications in the cloud. It is up to the system designer, however, to select the components and to realize their interconnection. Process calculi approaches are also used to model software components, e.g. [3, 6, 19, 22] . The focus of these approaches, however, is not on deployment but rather on modeling interaction and communication between components.
Industrial tools such as [7, 15, 16, 20, 21, 24] are available to ease the deployment of software. They allow to automatize the process of carrying out the deployment of components on a pool of machines, provided a deployment plan is known in advance.
Related to our work are [10, 14] that compute final configurations solving a Constraint Satisfaction Problem. Both these works however do not provide a sequence of actions to reach the desired configuration.
Engage [13] uses automata to specify a component's behaviour and it is able to deploy the resources completing a target partial configuration. However, it relies on the assumption that the dependency graph is acyclic, meaning that circular dependencies among components are not admitted.
Closely related is [2] that proposes an heuristic-based algorithm to remove build dependency cycles for bootstrapping a Linux software distribution. The building order of the packages is generated using a topological sort of a graph. However, differently from our work, one of the assumptions is that once a package is recompiled, its older version is no longer required.
A proof of concept implementation of the DeploymentPlanner algorithm has been developed and described in [18] with some preliminary validation modeling more complex use cases. Results are encouraging as the tool is able to produce plans in less than a minute, for scenarios involving hundreds of components. As future work we intend to study the impact of the selection heuristics on the length of the deployment plan. We deem that with the right heuristics the number of components involved in the plan could be greatly reduced. We aim to further refine the current technique by considering also reconfiguration plans, dealing with cases in which the initial configuration has already some deployed components. Finally, we would like to take into account conflicts, producing in a reasonable amount of time plans that do not violate them or minimize the time windows where a system is inconsistent.
